MACHINERY

M&M CONTRACTORS TAKE DELIVERY
OF THE FIRST BRYCE 180 PRO
MARK CRABTREE FROM
NEAR HARROGATE
STARTED FENCING WITH
AN OLD BRYCE SUMA
PROFI. AS HIS BUSINESS
EXPANDED HE NEEDED
ANOTHER POST DRIVER.
BEARING IN MIND HOW
WELL THE PROFI WENT
HE BOUGHT A BRYCE
MAGNUM NEARLY 3
YEARS AGO.
Mark says "it is brilliant and has never
missed a beat, everything about it is
good, I can't fault it and the quadshift is
great for getting into awkward corners.
We need speed and efficiency and that
was highlighted with the Bryce machine
on a 30km pipeline contract. We do
work for Utility Companies as well as

private customers and you never know
what is going to get thrown at you next
- you need the right tools and equipment

to give you a return that makes it all
worthwhile".
"Business is mental" says Mark, "we
are on the go seven days a week". Mark
trades as M & M Contractors and they
also erect stock fencing, post and rail
and hot rail horse fencing - some of
their contracts extend into the North York
Moors up amongst the heather. With an
increasing workload they had to think
of boosting their output with the same
labour force so he went to Lamma 2016
and carefully studied all the different
makes of tracked machines on offer.
Mark says " I went for the Bryce 180
because of its features and build quality
and our previous positive experience
with our existing Bryce machines - one

day we can be fencing round a quarry
with 6" of topsoil and another day we
could be working in woodland under a
canopy of branches. With its hitting power
and rockspike plus low profile and the
ability to slew either way, the whole lot
just makes these jobs so much easier.
Its speed and versatility is absolutely
brilliant and we can carry up to 400mts
worth of stakes on the front cradle - it's
a game-changer."

For more enquiries call Mark Crabtree
on 07921 167563 or email
markcrabtreefencing@yahoo.com
www.brycesuma.co.uk
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